Membership and Leadership Committee
September 4, 2020 | 12:00 – 1:00 pm

Notes

Attendees: Jason Mayfield, Raymond Brennan, Natalina Monteiro, Masahiro Omae, Sally Saenger, Kelly Velasquez, Rocio Diaz, Rene Lozano, Troy Myers, Kelly Velasquez
Absent: Jennifer Shanoski, Thomas Carrasco, Monica Nolasco, Sara Kauffman
Staff: Lidia Stoian

FACCC Membership on Campus During the Pandemic

- Reach out to colleagues to let them know what FACCC does for them already.
- Create an opening day webinar put on by FACCCA; possibly webinar on the budget or professional development that would entice faculty to tune in; then encourage FACCC member to promote the webinar on their campuses.
- Two or three weeks prior to the opening where FACCC would have a webinar that it could run during this time.
- Reaching out to campuses that have no FACCC membership
- Create a survey to find out why folks join FACCC.
- Recruiting letters.
- Collaborate with the FACCC PD committee to do some membership recruitment through events.
- Mail stickers
- FACCC face mask
- Gas cards

Associate Contract Membership

Dos and Don'ts

- Create a chart with the difference between benefits for contract and associates
- No board seat
- No access to the data/research
- Have a time limit on the membership- just one year
- Lower cost for the membership
- Offer units to faculty that need CE units and package it within FACCC membership (find out what campuses accept as CE unit)
- Access to *The Weekly*
- The executive committee should recommend the dues for this membership

Next Meeting: October 2nd at 11 am; we will decide if we keep the November 6th at 11 am and December 4th at 11 am